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SOI\4E ASPECTS OF THE ART OF JOSEPFI CONRAD AND VIRGINIA IVOOLF

SummarY

This thesis is about a central feature of lr{o<lernist literature -

its perception and presentation of human character; in particular, the

ways that Conrad and Virginia Woolf explored the nature of human-beings

and the clifficulties of gi-ving any adequate account of human lives '

Each novelist focused on different aspects of experiellce: Conrad on human

actions, and olr tlie complex moral questions they raise; Woolf on more

elusive states of "sensibility" and the emergence of a sense of identity

from lvithin a personrs thoughts and responses to the outward world'

But despif-e this, tirey show some inportant silnilarities and affinities,

both in the ways they conceive their material and in the ways their

conceptions develoP.

Both recognized that revealing the cleepest truth about human lives

required an art calling upon the rvriterrs fullest integrity. Both found

that the integrity required was too c.omplex to be realized in a single'

novel; they found they had to fc¡llow certain questions through a nurnber

of novels. I have tried to examine the logic and integrity with which

they do this in -sorne of their works.

In the first section, I have taken rrYouth'r, rrHeart of Darkness?'

and To the Lighthouse , aI} of which focus on the power of a particular
nselfn to compel attention and invite explora.tion, ancl on the kind of

attention ancl exploration it prornpts. Alt three works discover the

inaclequacy of cleaï-cut distínctions - e.g. between past and present,

between one indivi<lual and another, ancl between moral ideals and inner,

personal necessities. The l<ey images of r'light'r and I'darknes.s" in each

work becone ambivalent; the joulney that is a central notif in each work

emeïges as a voyage of 9191 understanding that has no end (in both senses

of the word).

The second section discusses l,qrd Jtt and The, uavqs-. These works

seen less bothered by the fact that the essential nature of human lives

is inaccessible, ancl less concerned with trying to resolve lives into a

single, though cornplex formula. This, I argue, is (paradoxically) because

each writer is now able to release his own self more ful1y into his work,

and take greater risks wi¡h his nioral assumptions and outlook. Thus

the relationship between "rvitnessingrr and "bearing witness't is central

to both thc themes and nìethod of the novel.istsr art'
A major difficulty about "bearing witness" wi.th the necessaÏy

openness and integrity is t.hat it means acknowledging not only the lirnits
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of onets own self and therefore of oners own art, but also the

possibility of the life beyond the self disrupting, altering, oT even

destroying the self. In the last section of the thesis, I discuss

Chance and Between the Acts as examples of how the novelist can respond

to these probl.ems. Conradrs novel, I argue, shows a retreat from the

difficulties to the sinpler imaginative activity of nerely I'witnessingr?:

the central weakness of Chance is that the writer rernains no more

than a spectator of the life he depicts. The strength of Between the Acts

on the other hand, is that the writer does 'tbear witnessrr fully to the

life she presents; and one mark of this strength is the novel's capacity

to include real gaps and real disruptions as part both of its material

and of its own imaginative life.
Such a sun¡nary account mis-represents the subtle and open explorative-

ness of these works - which are concerned, in fact, with the im-

possibility of such summings-up. This is why I have triecl to avoid

any explicitly theoretical approach to the works discussed, and to follow

a developing line of insight I see in the novels thenselves.
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